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Beyond Nouns: Exploiting Prepositions and
Comparative Adjectives for Learning Visual
Classifiers ?
Abhinav Gupta and Larry S. Davis
Department of Computer Science
University of Maryland, College Park
(agupta,lsd)@cs.umd.edu

Abstract. Learning visual classifiers for object recognition from weakly
labeled data requires determining correspondence between image regions and semantic object classes. Most approaches use co-occurrence
of “nouns” and image features over large datasets to determine the correspondence, but many correspondence ambiguities remain. We further
constrain the correspondence problem by exploiting additional language
constructs to improve the learning process from weakly labeled data.
We consider both “prepositions” and “comparative adjectives” which
are used to express relationships between objects. If the models of such
relationships can be determined, they help resolve correspondence ambiguities. However, learning models of these relationships requires solving
the correspondence problem. We simultaneously learn the visual features defining “nouns” and the differential visual features defining such
“binary-relationships” using an EM-based approach.

1

Introduction

There has been recent interest in learning visual classifiers of objects from images
with text captions. This involves establishing correspondence between image regions and semantic object classes named by the nouns in the text. There exist
significant ambiguities in correspondence of visual features and object classes.
For example, figure 1 contains an image which has been annotated with the nouns
“car” and “street”. It is difficult to determine which regions of the image correspond to which word unless additional images are available containing “street”
but not “car” (and vice-versa). A wide range of automatic image annotation
approaches use such co-occurrence relationships to address the correspondence
problem.
Some words, however, almost always occur in fixed groups, which limits the
utility of co-occurrence relationships, alone, to reduce ambiguities in correspondence. For example, since cars are typically found on streets, it is difficult to
resolve the correspondence using co-occurrence relationships alone. While such
?
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confusion is not a serious impediment for image annotation, it is a problem if
localization is a goal 1 .
We describe how to reduce ambiguities in correspondence by exploiting natural relationships that exists between objects in an image. These relationships
correspond to language constructs such as “prepositions” (e.g. above, below) and
“comparative adjectives” (e.g. brighter, smaller). If models for such relationships
were known and images were annotated with them, then they would constrain
the correspondence problem and help resolve ambiguities. For example, in figure 1, consider the binary relationship on(car, street). Using this relationship,
we can trivially infer that the green region corresponds to “car” and the magenta
region corresponds to “street”.
The size of the vocabulary of binary relationships is very small compared to
the vocabulary of nouns/objects. Therefore, human knowledge could be tapped
to specify rules which can act as classifiers for such relationships (for example,
a binary relationship above(s1 , p1 ) ⇒ s1 .y < p1 .y). Alternatively, models can
be learned from annotated images. Learning such binary relationships from a
weakly-labeled dataset would be “straight forward” if we had a solution to the
correspondence problem at hand. This leads to a chicken-egg problem, where
models for the binary relationships are needed for solving the correspondence
problem, and the solution of the correspondence problem is required for acquiring models of the binary relationships. We utilize an EM-based approach
to simultaneously learn visual classifiers of objects and “differential” models of
common prepositions and comparative binary relationships.
The significance of the work is threefold: (1) It allows us to learn classifiers
(i.e models) for a vocabulary of prepositions and comparative adjectives. These
classifiers are based on differential features extracted from pairs of regions in an
image. (2) Simultaneous learning of nouns and relationships reduces correspondence ambiguity and leads to better learning performance. (3) Learning priors
on relationships that exist between nouns constrains the annotation problem and
leads to better labeling and localization performance on the test dataset.

2

Related Work

Our work is clearly related to prior work on relating text captions and image
features for automatic image annotation [2–4]. Many learning approaches have
been used for annotating images which include translation models [5], statistical
models [2, 6], classification approaches [7–9] and relevance language models [10,
11].
Classification based approaches build classifiers without solving the correspondence problem. These classifiers are learned on positive and negative examples generated from captions. Relevance language models annotate a test image
by finding similar images in the training dataset and using the annotation words
shared by them.
1

It has also been argued [1] that for accurate retrieval, understanding image semantics
(spatial localization) is critical
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Fig. 1. An example of how our approach can resolve ambiguities. In the case of cooccurrence based approaches, it is hard to correspond the magenta/green regions to
‘car’/‘street’. ‘Bear’, ‘water’ and ‘field’ are easy to correspond. However, the correct
correspondences of ‘bear’ and ‘field’ can be used to acquire a model for the relation
‘on’. We can then use that model to classify the green region as belonging to ‘car’ and
the magenta one to ‘street’, since only this assignment satisfies the binary relationship.

Statistical approaches model the joint distribution of nouns and image features. These approaches use co-occurrence counts between nouns and image
features to predict the annotation of a test image [12, 13]. Barnard et. al [6]
presented a generative model for image annotation that induces hierarchical
structure from the co-occurrence data. Srikanth et. al [14] proposed an approach
to use the hierarchy induced by WordNet for image annotation. Duygulu et.
al [5] modeled the problem as a standard machine translation problem. The image is assumed to be a collection of blobs (vocabulary of image features) and
the problem becomes analogous to learning a lexicon from aligned bi-text. Other
approaches such as [15] also model word to word correlations where prediction
of one word induces a prior on prediction of other words.
All these approaches use co-occurrence relationships between nouns and image features; but they cannot, generally, resolve all correspondence ambiguities.
They do not utilize other constructs from natural language and speech tagging
approaches [16, 17]. As a trivial example, given the annotation “pink flower”
and a model of the adjective “pink”, one would expect a dramatic reduction in
the set of regions that would be classified as a flower in such an image. Other
language constructs, such as “prepositions” or “comparative adjectives”, which
express relationships between two or more objects in the image, can also resolve
ambiguities.
Our goal is to learn models, in the form of classifiers, for such language constructs. Ferrari et. al [18] presented an approach to learn visual attributes from
a training dataset of positive and negative images using a generative model.
However, collecting a dataset for all such visual attributes is cumbersome. Ideally we would like to use the original training dataset with captions to learn
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the appearance of nouns/adjectives and also understand the meanings of common prepositions and comparative adjectives. Barnard et. al [19] presented an
approach for learning adjectives and nouns from the same dataset. They treat
adjectives similarly to nouns and use a two step process to learn the models. In
the first step, they consider only adjectives as annotated text and learn models
for them using a latent model. In the second step, they use the same latent
model to learn nouns where learned models of adjectives are used to provide
prior probabilities for labeling nouns. While such an approach might be applicable to learning models for adjectives, it cannot be applied to learning models
for higher order(binary) relationships unless the models for the nouns are given.
Barnard et. al [20] also presented an approach to reduce correspondence
ambiguity in weakly labeled data. They separate the problems of learning models
of nouns from resolving correspondence ambiguities. They use a loose model for
defining affinities between different regions and use the principal of exclusion
reasoning to resolve ambiguities. On the other hand, we propose an approach
to simultaneously resolve correspondence ambiguities and learn models of nouns
using other language constructs which represent higher order relationships 2 .
We also present a systematic approach to employing contextual information
(second-order) for labeling images. The use of second order contextual information is very important during labeling because it can help resolve the ambiguities
due to appearance confusion in many cases. For example, a blue homogeneous
region, B, can be labeled as “water” as well as “sky” due to the similarity
in appearance. However, the relation of the region to other nouns such as the
“sun” can resolve the ambiguity. If the relation below(B, sun) is more likely
than in(sun, B), then the region B can be labeled as “water” (and vice-versa).
As compared to [20], which uses adjacency relations for resolution, our approach
provides a broader range of relations(prepositions and comparative adjectives)
that can be learned simultaneously with the nouns.

3

Overview

Each image in a training set is annotated with nouns and relationships between
some subset of pairs of those nouns. We refer to each relationship instance, such
as above(A, B), as a predicate. Our goal is to learn classifiers for nouns and relationships (prepositions and comparative adjectives). Similar to [5], we represent
each image with a set of image regions. Each image region is represented by a set
of visual features based on appearance and shape (e.g area, RGB). The classifiers
for nouns are based on these features. The classifiers for relationships are based
on differential features extracted from pairs of regions such as the difference in
area of two regions.
Learning models of both nouns and relationships requires assigning image
regions to annotated nouns. As the data is weakly labeled, there is no explicit assignment of words to image regions. One could, however, assign regions to nouns
2

The principles of exclusion reasoning are also applicable to our problem. We, however, ignore them here
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if the models of nouns and relationships were known. This leads to a chicken-egg
problem. We treat assignment as the missing data and use an EM-approach to
learn assignment and models simultaneously. In the E-step we evaluate possible assignments using the parameters obtained at previous iterations. Using the
probabilistic distribution of assignment computed in the E-step, we estimate the
maximum likelihood parameters of the classifiers in the M-step.
In the next section, we first discuss our model of generating predicates for a
pair of image regions. This is followed by a discussion on learning the parameters
of the model, which are the parameters of classifiers for nouns, prepositions and
comparative adjectives.

4

Our Approach

4.1

Generative Model

We next describe the model for language and image generation for a pair of
objects. Figure 2 shows our generative model.

Ik

Ij
CA
ns

np

r
CR
Ijk

Fig. 2. The Graphical Model for Image Annotation

Each image is represented with a set of image regions and each region is
associated with an object which can be classified as belonging to a certain semantic object class. These semantic object classes are represented by nouns in
the vocabulary3 .
Assume two regions j and k are associated with objects belonging to semantic
object classes, ns and np respectively. Each region is described by a set of visual
3

Generally, there will not be a one-one relationship between semantic object classes
and nouns. For example, the word “bar” refers to two different semantic concepts in
the sentences: “He went to the bar for a drink” and “There were bars in the window
to prevent escape”. Similarly, one semantic object class can be described by two or
more words(synonyms). While dealing with synonyms and word sense disambiguation [21] is an important problem, we simplify the exposition by assuming a one-one
relationship between semantic object classes and the nouns in the annotation.
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features Ij and Ik . The likelihood of image features Ij and Ik would depend on
the nouns ns and np and the parameters of the appearance models(CA ) of these
nouns. These parameters encode visual appearance of the object classes.
For every pair of image regions, there exist some relationships between them
based on their locations and appearances. Relationship types are represented
by a vocabulary of prepositions and comparative adjectives. Let r be a type
of relationship (such as “above”, “below”) that holds between the objects associated with regions j and k. The nouns associated with the regions, ns and
np , provide priors on the types of relationships in which they might participate
(For example, there is a high prior for the relationship “above” if the nouns are
“sky” and “water”, since in most images “sky” will occur above “water”). Every
relationship is described by differential image features Ijk . The likelihood of the
differential features depends on the type of relationship r and the parameters of
the relationship model CR .
4.2

Learning the Model

The training data consists of images annotated with nouns (nl1 , nl2 ..) and a set
of relationships between these nouns represented by predicates P l , where l is
the image number. Learning the model involves maximizing the likelihood of
training images being associated with predicates given in the training data. The
maximum likelihood parameters are the parameters of object and relationship
classifiers, which are represented by θ = (CA , CR ). However, evaluating the
likelihood is expensive since it requires summation over all possible assignments
of image regions to nouns. We instead treat the assignment as missing data and
use an EM formulation to estimate θM L .
θM L = arg max P (P 1 , P 2 ..|I 1 , I 2 .., θ) = arg max
θ

θ

X

P (P 1 , P 2 .., A|I 1 , I 2 .., θ)

A

YX
N

= arg max
θ

P (P l |I l , θ, Al )P (Al |I l , θ)

(1)

l=1 Al

where Al defines the assignment of image regions to annotated nouns in image
l. Therefore, Ali = j indicates that noun nli is associated to region j in image l.
The first term in equation 1 represents the joint predicate likelihood given
the assignments, classifier parameters and image regions. A predicate is represented as ril (nlsi , nlpi ), where ril is a relationship that exists between the nouns
associated with region Alsi and Alpi . We assume that each predicate is generated
independently of others, given an image and assignment. Therefore, we rewrite
the likelihood as:
|P l |
l

l

l

P (P |I , θ, A ) =

Y
i=1

P (Pil |I l , Al , θ)
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Table 1. Notation
N : Number of images
l: Image under consideration (superscript)
P l : Set of Predicates for image l
(nl1 , nl2 ...): Set of Nouns for image l
Pil = ril (nlsi , nlpi ): ith predicate
Ali = j: Noun nli is associated with region j
CA : Parameters of models of nouns
CR :Parameters of models of relationships
ril : Relationship represented by ith predicate
si : Index of noun which appears as argument1 in ith predicate
pi : Index of noun which appears as argument2 in ith predicate
l
l
IA
l : Image features for region assigned to noun ni
i

|P l |

∝

Y

l
P (ril |IA
l

l
si Api

, CR )P (ril |nsi , npi )

i=1
|P l |

∝

Y

l
P (IA
l
s

i

Alp

i

|ril , CR )P (ril |CR )P (ril |nsi , npi )

i=1

Given the assignments, the probability of associating a predicate Pil to the
image is the probability of associating the relationship ril to the differential features associated with the pair of regions assigned to nsi and npi . Using Bayes
rule, we transform this into the differential feature likelihood given the relationship word and the parameters of the classifier for that relationship word.
P (ril |CR ) represents the prior on relationship words and is assumed uniform.
The second term in equation 1 evaluates the probability of an assignment
of image regions to nouns given the image and the classifier parameters. Using
Bayes rule, we rewrite this as:
|Al |
l

l

P (A |I , θ) =

Y

l
P (nli |IA
l , CA )
i

i=1
|Al |

∝

Y

i=1

l
l
l
P (IA
l |ni , CA )P (ni |CA )
i

l
l
where |Al | is the number of annotated nouns in the image, P (IA
l |ni , CA )
i
is the image likelihood of the region assigned to the noun, given the noun and
the parameters of the object model, P (nli |CA ) is the prior over nouns given the
parameters of object models.

EM-approach We use an EM approach to simultaneously solve for the correspondence and for learning the parameters of classifiers represented by θ.
1. E-step: Compute the noun assignment for a given set of parameters from
the previous iteration represented by θold . The probability of assignment in which
noun i correspond to region j is given by:
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P (Ali

l

l

= j|P , I , θ

old

P

A0 ∈Alij

)= P P
k

P (A0 |P l , I l , θold )

A0 ∈Alik

P (A0 |P l , I l , θold )

(2)

where Aij refers to the subset of the set of all possible assignments for an
image in which noun i is assigned to region j. The probability of any assignment
A0 for the image can be computed using Bayes rule:
P (A0 |P l , I l , θold ) ∝ P (P l |A0 , I l , θold )P (A0 |I l , θold )

(3)

2. M-step: For the noun assignment computed in the E-step, we find the
new ML parameters by learning both relationship and object classifiers. The ML
parameters depend on the type of classifier used. For example, for a gaussian
classifier we estimate the mean and variance for each object class and relationship
class.
For initialization of the EM approach, we can use any image annotation
approach with localization such as the translation based model described in [5].
Based on initial assignments, we initialize the parameters of both relationship
and object classifiers.
We also want to learn the priors on relationship types given the nouns represented by P (r|ns , np ). After learning the maximum likelihood parameters, we
use the relationship classifier and the assignment to find possible relationships
between all pairs of words. Using these generated relationship annotations we
form a co-occurrence table which is used to compute P (r|ns , np ).
4.3

Inference

Similar to training, we first divide the test image into regions. Each region j is
associated with some features Ij and noun nj . In this case, Ij acts as an observed variable and we have to estimate nj . Previous approaches estimate nouns
for regions independently of each other. We want to use priors on relationships
between pair of nouns to constrain the labeling problem. Therefore, the assignment of labels cannot be done independently of each other. Searching the space
of all possible assignments is infeasible.
We use a Bayesian network to represent our labeling problem and use belief
propagation for inference. For each region, we have two nodes corresponding to
the noun and image features from that region. For all possible pairs of regions,
we have another two nodes representing a relationship word and differential
features from that pair of regions. Figure 3 shows an example of an image with
three regions and its associated Bayesian network. The word likelihood is given
by:
P (n1 , n2 ..|I1 , I2 ..I12 , .., CA , CR ) ∝

Y
i

P (Ii |ni , CA )

YX

P (Ijk |rjk , CR )P (rjk |nj , nk )

(j,k) rjk

(4)
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Fig. 3. An example of a Bayesian network with 3 regions. The rjk represent the possible
words for the relationship between regions (j, k). Due to the non-symmetric nature of
relationships we consider both (j, k) and (k, j) pairs (in the figure only one is shown).
The magenta blocks in the image represent differential features (Ijk ).

5

Experimental Results

In all the experiments, we use a nearest neighbor based likelihood model for
nouns and decision stump based likelihood model for relationships. We assume
each relationship model is based on one differential feature(for example, the
relationship “above” is based on difference in y locations of 2 regions). The parameter learning M-step therefore also involves feature selection for relationship
classifiers. For evaluation we use a subset of the Corel5k training and test dataset
used in [5]. For training we use 850 images with nouns and hand-labeled the relationships between subsets of pairs of those nouns. We use a vocabulary of 173
nouns and 19 relationships 4 .
5.1

Resolution of Correspondence Ambiguities

We first evaluate the performance of our approach for the resolution of correspondence ambiguities in the training dataset. To evaluate the localization
performance, we randomly sampled 150 images from the training dataset and
compare it to human labeling. Similar to [22], we evaluate the performance
in terms of two measures: “range of semantics identified” and “frequency correct”. The first measure counts the number of words that are labeled properly by
the algorithm. In this case, each word has similar importance regardless of the
frequency with which it occurs. In the second case, a word which occurs more
frequently is given higher importance. For example, suppose there are two algorithms one of which only labels ’car’ properly and other which only labels ’sky’
4

above, behind, below, beside, more textured, brighter, in, greener, larger, left, near,
far from, ontopof, more blue, right, similar, smaller, taller, shorter.
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properly. Using the first measure, both algorithms have similar performance because they can correctly label one word each. However, using the second measure
the latter algorithm is better as sky is more common and hence the number of
correctly identified regions would be higher for the latter algorithm.

1

1
Nouns Only
Nouns + Relationships (Learned)
Nouns + Relationships (Human)

0.9
0.8

0.8

0.7

0.7

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.2
0.1

0.1
0

Nonus Only
Nouns + Relationships (Learned)
Nouns + Relationships (Human)

0.9

IBM Model 1

Duygulu et. al (2002)

(a) Semantic Range

0

IBM Model 1

Duygulu et. al (2002)

(b) Frequency Correct

Fig. 4. Comparison of normalized “semantic range” and “frequency correct” scores
for the training dataset. The performance increases substantially by using prepositions
and comparative adjectives in addition to nouns. The green line shows the performance
when relationships are not learned but are defined by a human. The two red blocks
show the performance of our approach where relationships and nouns are learned using
the EM algorithm and bootstrapped by IBM Model1 or Duygulu et. al respectively.

We compare our approach to image annotation algorithms which can be used
for localization of nouns as well. These approaches are used to bootstrap our EMalgorithm. For our experiments, a co-occurrence based translation model [13]
and translation based model with mixing probabilities [5] form the baseline algorithms. To show the importance of using “prepositions” and “comparative
adjectives” for resolution of correspondence ambiguities, we use both algorithms
to bootstrap EM and present our results. We also compare our performance
with the algorithm where relationships are defined by a human instead of learning them from the dataset itself. Figure 4 compares the performance of all the
algorithms with respect to the two measures described above. Figure 5 shows
some examples of how ambiguity is removed using prepositions and comparative
adjectives.
5.2

Labeling New Images

We also tested our model on labeling new test images. We used a subset of 500
test images provided in the Corel5k dataset. The subset was chosen based on
the vocabulary of nouns learned from the training. The images were selected
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(i) Duygulu et. al (2002)
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(ii) Our Approach
sun

sea

birds

waves

sea
waves
birds

sun

coyote

sky

grass

coyote

bush

bush

sky

grass

tree

sky

buildings

sky

skyline

skyline

buildings

tree

foals

field

water

statue
horses

rocks

statue

horses

rocks
foals

flowers
water

field
reflection

(i)

flowers

reflection

(ii)

(i)

(ii)

Fig. 5. Some examples of how correspondence ambiguity can be reduced using prepositions and comparative adjectives. Some of the annotations for the images are:
(a) near(birds,sea); below(birds,sun); above(sun, sea); larger(sea,sun); brighter(sun,
sea); below(waves,sun) (b) below(coyote, sky); below(bush, sky); left(bush, coyote);
greener(grass, coyote); below(grass,sky) (c) below(building, sky); below(tree,building);
below(tree, skyline); behind(buildings,tree) blueish(sky, tree) (d) above(statue,rocks);
ontopof(rocks, water); larger(water,statue) (e) below(flowers,horses); ontopof(horses,
field); below(flowers,foals)
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randomly from those images which had been annotated with the words present
in our learned vocabulary. To find the missed labels we compute St \ Sg , where
St is the set of annotations provided from the Corel dataset and Sg is the set of
annotations generated by the algorithm. However, to test the correctness of labels
generated by the algorithm we ask human observers to verify the annotations.
We do not use the annotations in the Corel dataset since they contain only a
subset of all possible nouns that describe an image. Using Corel annotations for
evaluation can be misleading, for example, if there is “sky” in an image and an
algorithm generates an annotation “sky” it may be labeled as incorrect because
of the absence of sky from the Corel annotations. Figure 6 shows the performance
of the algorithm on the test dataset. Using the proposed Bayesian model, the
number of missed labels decreases by 24% for IBM Model 1 and by 17% for
Duygulu et. al [5]. Also, using our approach 63% and 59% of false labels are
removed respectively.

300

600
500

200

400

Wrong Labels

# Missed Labels

Nouns Only (Independent Labeling)
Nouns + Relationships (Constrained Bayesian)
250

150

300

100

200

50

100

0

0
IBM Model 1

Duygulu et. al (2002)

(a) Missed Labels

Nouns Only (Independent Labeling)
Nouns + Relationships (Constrained Bayesian)

IBM Model 1

Duygulu et. al (2002)

(b) False Labels

Fig. 6. Labeling performance on set of 100 test images. We do not consider localization
errors in this evaluation. Each image has on average 4 labels in the Corel dataset.

Figure 7 shows some examples of the labeling on the test set. The examples
show how Bayesian reasoning leads to better labeling by applying priors on relationships between nouns. The recall and precision ratios for some common words
in the vocabulary are shown in Table 2. The recall ratio of a word represents
the ratio of the number of images correctly annotated with that word using the
algorithm to the number of images that should have been annotated with that
word. The precision ratio of a word is the ratio of number of images that have
been correctly annotated with that word to the number of images which were
annotated with the word by the algorithm. While recall rates are reported with
respect to corel annotations, precision rates are reported with respect to correctness defined by human observers. The results show that using a constrained
bayesian model leads to improvement in labeling performance of common words
in terms of both recall and precision rates.
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Conclusion

Learning visual classifiers from weakly labeled data is a hard problem which
involves finding a correspondence between the nouns and image regions. While
most approaches use a “bag” of nouns model and try to find correspondence
using co-occurrence of image features and the nouns, correspondence ambiguity
remains. We proposed the use of language constructs other than nouns, such as
prepositions and comparative adjectives, to reduce correspondence ambiguity.
While these relationships can be defined by humans, we present an EM based
approach to simultaneously learn visual classifiers for nouns, prepositions and
comparative adjectives. We also present a more constrained Bayesian model for
the labeling process. Experimental results show that using relationship words
helps in reduction of correspondence ambiguity and using a constrained model
leads to a better labeling performance.

mountain

people

stairs

water
grass

clouds
water

people

sky
sand

lighthouse

water

people

swimmers

deer

tree

sand

birds
sky

Duygulu et. al(2002)
sky

sky

sky

tree
grass

beach

water

people

sand

tree

water

Our Approach - Constrained Bayesian Model
Fig. 7. Some examples of labeling on test dataset. By applying priors on relationships
between different nouns, we can improve the labeling performance. For example, when
labels are predicted independently, there can be labeling where region labeled “water”
is above region labeled “clouds” as shown in the first image. This is however incongruent
with the priors learned from training data where “clouds” are mostly above “water”.
Bayesian reasoning over such priors and likelihoods lead to better labeling performance.
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